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Poet's Mate
Radical Action Senior Membership Ques Honed
Students Fill Committee Slots;
Author Mitchell Goodman lectured on
American novelist and social critic William
Carlos Williams in an address at the College
on Tuesday, November 10. The lecture,
titled "William Carlos Williams as a Non-
parochial Writer - a Step into America",
stressed Williams' relevance to the radical
movement in American politics.
Goodman, author of books on radical
action in America, and a member of the
steering committee of the draft resistance
organization Resist, is the husband of poet-
in-residence Denise Levertov.
Goodman stated that the purpose of his
lecture was to consider Williams both as a
literary figure and a political activist and
critic. Goodman set a very informal tone
during his lecture, scattering his notes over
the podium. He called his lecture a
"collage".,
Williams' work, according to Goodman,
was characterized by a quotation from
Emerson: "Do the thing, and he has the
power; he who does not do the thing does not
have the power." Williams lived a dual
existence, writing a total of 49 books while
maintaining a practice as a doctor in his
birthplace of Rutherford, New Jersey.
Goodman stated that Williams was a
great literary figure because he was
"always in touch with the world from his
beginnings." Unlike most American
writers, Williams was able to face the
American experience while avoiding what
Goodman termed "parochialism", or
narrowness. Williams was able to do this,
said Goodman, because he never denied
himself any experience, and never Rejected
any person or idea without first en-
countering it. Williams, said Goodman,
never knew the isolation of writing.
In speaking of today's movement,
Goodman described Williams as a prophet
and teacher. "The Movement," he said,
"had needed a new language, and the new
language of the poets of the 1950s and 1960s
was inspired by Williams."
Goodman expressed the opinion that the
most important direction for the movement
to enter was towards greater understanding
of local communities. He made a plea for
people to get to know what is going on at all
levels of the community.
Student positions on five faculty com-
mittees were filled in an election last
Wednesday. The results were released
Wednesday night by election coordinator
Jonathan A. Stevens '73. 513 students, 34 per
cent of the student body, voted.
Because of faculty objections to seniors
serving on the committees, according to
Stevens, several of those students elected
will serve as alternates. The chairmen of
the Academic Affairs Committee and the
Curriculum Committee said they would
prefer not to have seniors in their mem-
bership because of the shot terms they
would serve, Stevens said.
The seven student members of the College
Council, who conducted the election,
decided to conduct the election as planned
and work out difficulties later. Alternates
were named to the two committees, and will
assume office if it is decided that seniors
will not be allowed membership, said
Stevens. •
Two alternates will be chosen among the
top four winners of the College Affairs
Committee election, according to Stevens,
although not because of the senior mem-
bership conflict. Similarly, one alternate
College Sues B&G Union
For Refusing to Bargain
There will be a meeting of all
TRIPOD photographers on Monday at 8
p.m. in the TRIPOD office. This
meeting is mandatory. It is a result of
the fact that there was nobody around
Wednesday night, and that there are no
pictures in this issue. Be there. •
The college has filed suit with the National
Labor Relations Board against the union
representing the workers of Buildings and
Grounds charging B&G negotiators with
refusing to bargaining collectively.
The move comes one week after talks
between the Service Employees In-
ternational Union, AFL-CIO and the college
broke down. The union walked out of the
talks when the college refused to pay the
employees involved in the bargaining for the
time they spend negotiating.
The college maintained in the suit that by
presenting a non-negotiable demand as
condition for bargaining, the union violated
the Taft Hartley Act. - :
The college has said that it filed the suit to
pressure the union into renewing the
bargaining sessions.
The union has threatened to strike when
the present contract runs out on November
25. , ,.
No negotiating can be done until the suit
has been settled by a court or the charge is
dropped by the college. A union spokesman
said a court decision could take up to a
month.
Frank J. Gontarz, Jr., business agent for
the union, charged that the college is
"provoking a strike" with the court action.
He said that the college lawyers are
responsible for the hostile college action,
because they gave "ill advice."
Major issues that will be involved in the
bargaining include who pays for the workers
health, welfare, and pension funds, whether
there will be an automatic cost-of-living
raise provision and how many hours the B &
G people will work.
The TRIPOD has tried to arrange a public
debate between union representatives and
college spokesmen. Under the terms of the
last contract, however union agents, are
prohibited from coming on campus except
to bargain collectively or investigate unfair
labor practices, unless invited by the
college. The college refused, to invite them.
Marry 0. Bartlett, assistant to the
President and college spokesman for the
negotiations, said that he felt the open
debate would not be productive because the
essentials of collective bargaining would be
missing. He gave one example of a
negotiator making a statement and then
retracting it as common in collective
bargaining, but impossible in front of an
audience.
Bartlett said Wednesday that federal
mediators might participate in the dispute,
in an effort to revive the talks.
The college is refusing to pay for the
employees' negotiating time because there
is no provision for it in last year's contract.
Bartless said the college is willing to
discuss negotiating wages as part of next
year's contract.
In its list of demands, the union asks that
the college pay the full cost of employees'
health, welfare, and pension funds run by
both labor and management under
provisions of the Taft-Hartley Act.
The college now holds a policy for its
workers where the college pays for more
than half of each plan. The College uses
Blue-Cross, Blue Shield for health and
welfare insurance, and a pension plan run
Canil 1 .l-rl on page 7
Lecturers Tell Spooky Stories
On Falling Rocks, Flaming People
Things that go bump in the night -more
commonly known as "poltergeist"- was the
subject of Edward and Lorraine Warren's
second ghost hunters lecture, held Wed-
nesday night in the Washington Room.
Over five hundred people listened as Mr.
Warren cited many examples of poltergeist
activity in and around Connecticut. He
explained that poltergeist is the German
word for "mischievous ghosts" according to
Warren, poltergeist are usually content to
fling objects such as dishes, pots, pans,
lamps, and furniture, through the air. They
are also fond of noise Warren said that
sounds ranging from light taps to "loud,
powerful blows" have been allegedly caused
by poltergeist,
But sometimes they are more than just
mischievous Warren said. "Fires of
mysterious origin, some of them violently
destructive, are typical poltergeist
manifestations." He added that "Many
cases of spontaneous combustion of humans
have been laid at the door of poltergeist.
Warren described two s.uch cases of
spontaneous combustion. In both instances
the bones of the victims were almost totally
melted. Warren pointed out that a tem-
perature in excess of 3,000 degrees
Fahrenheit is needed to melt human bones.
"And yet little, damage" was done to the
rooms in question, "outside of smoke
damage," said Warren. He dismissed police
explanations of cigarettes left burning and
flashes of lightning as "not covering the
facts." : .
As in last week's lecture on haunted
houses, Warren showed slides of people and
places that have been harassed by spirits.
One house shown was, according to Warren,
repeatedly struck by stones that seemingly
came from nowhere. Investigators were
mystified because the rocks left no marks in
the soft asphalt roof of the house, Warren
added.
He mentioned several other eases of stone
showers, in which the stones fell to the
ground at "an unusually slow speed" or "in
a zig-zag motion...that defied all known laws
of physics." He reported that some people
have been killed by such flying rocks or
other missiles;
 f
In the lecture, Warren also touched on
ESP and teleportation, describing in-
vestigations in which "ghostly"
displacement of objects was captured on
videotape. He also discussed several people
who have been "possessed" by poltergeist
or who seemed to attract poltergeist ac-
tivity. .
In the question and answer period
following the lecture, Warren was asked if it
was possible to call up a poltergeist with a
ouija boaad; Warren replied that "low en-
tities" would be more likely to be called up,
but that "poltergeist activity is one of the
things that would come through on the ouija
board itself,"
Asked for his explanation of the "Ber-
muda triangle"-an area in the Pacific
ocean in which several planes and ships
have mysteriously vanished-Warren said
he thought a "fourth dimension" was
responsible for the disappearances.
Next week's lecture will deal with wit-
chcraft; and will feature Bill Jackson, an
expert on reincarnation, ;
will be named from the top four in the
Curriculum Committee contest, in addition
to the one named in case the elected senior
member won't serve.
The alternates in these situations will be
determined at the first meeting of the
committees. Terms of office will also be
decided at these meetings, said Stevens.
Terms of the members elected to the
Academic Affairs, College Affairs, Lecture,
and Financial Affairs Committees will begin
immediately, according to Stevens, while
those for the Curriculum Committee won't
begin until January,
Klected to fill the one student slot on the
Academic Affairs Committee is John M.
Uezok "71. John F. Bahrenberg '72 placed
second and was named alternate.
Kour students were elected to the
llurriculum Committee, one of whom will be
selected alternate: John F. Bahrenberg '72,
Christopher II. Chase '74, William Overtree
'71, ;ind Steven K. Roylance '73. Aimer J.
Mandl '72 became alternate until the
resolution of the membership status of
senior Overtree.
Alyson K. Adler '73, Leslie E. Carr '74,
Robert V. Shapiro '7:5, and Kenneth M, Stone
"7:i were elected to the College Affairs
Committee. Two will be named alternates.
Chosen to serve on the Lecture Committee
were David W. Bargman '73, II, Susannah
llcschel '73, and William R. Yeomans '72
Lowen K. Hankin '71/ and Aaron L
I'aslornack '73 were elected to the Financial
Affairs Committee.
official totals wiil be kept confidential,
according to Stevens, He said that any
committee who wished to see the results in
order to determine alternates could contact
him. He also noted that no race was decided;
by less than ten voles.
Gov't Students
Request Full
Voting Status
Three students were elected to attend
meetings of the Political Science Depart-
ment Faculty at a meeting of the depart-
ment's majors Wednesday afternoon,
The election of Clinton Vince '71, John
Seeger '72, and Andrew Wolf '73 followed a
meeting of majors, prospective majors and
the faculty of the Political Science Depart-
ment. . : . . . . . . . .
At that meeting, Richard Palmer '72
asked if several majors could be made full
voting members of the department. Rex;C.
Neaverson, professor of political science
and acting chairman of the department,
suggested that one or two students be
selected to attend the next meeting of the
Department. After Neaverson and other
faculty members left the meeting, the three
students were elected.
During the meeting with the Depart-
ment's faculty, several students suggested
changes in departmental policies including
an end to the required comprehensive
examination.
Neaverson .warned the students that
comprehensive exams."would become more
rather than less important" during the next
few years,
Neaverson said he felt that the
"loosening" of departmental requirements,
and the increased use of open semesters,
independent studies, and other options
would make comprehensive exams in-
creasingly necessary, "We need some check
on how much you have learnt, " Neaverson
said.
One student said that he sensed "an-
tagonism" toward open semesters on the
part of Neaverson.
Neaverson denied that he was an-
tagonistic toward the open semester, "f am
antagonistic toward removing com-
Con'inuiK] on page 7
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Film: "Five Easy Pieces"
Starring Jack Nicholson
by Chris Sehring
Last Srnday afternoon, Cinestudio
presented a free, sneak preview of Five
Kasy Pieces. The attraction to a film with no
admission charged and also of a film that
has received rave reviews from the New
York critics brought about a capacity
crowd. And, judging from the reaction to
Five Kasy Pieces from members of the
audience and the inner reactions of myself,
it was a well spent afternoon.
The film revolves around Bobby (Jack
Nicholson), a drifter. Despite his musically-
oriented background Bobby is more content
to do odd jobs for a living than to perform
professionally. At the end of the movie,
Bobby leaves his pregnant girlfriend at a
filling station and hitches a ride up to
Canada.
Five Kasy Pieces often suffers the same-'
problems that many of today's "now" films
have. With its many attempts to strike at the
Modern
Shakespeare
Your Own Thing, the rock musical
based on Shakespeare's Twelfth Night,
originally scheduled for tomorrow
night, has been POSTPONED until the
spring, April, in fact.
New Game
"Kick-In" a soccer-like table top
game, is a new addition to the Mather
Campus Center Game Room.
The game is designed for two players,
who manipulate "men" on the board to
kick balls into goal pockets. Twenty-five
cents buys ten balls, and the score is kept
on the machine. After minimal practice,
players find "Kick-In" to be a fast-
moving game of skill and fun.
problems of the world - the episode with the
fanatically pollution conscious women, or
Bobby's rebellion against the "Establish-
ment", smashing some glasses in a
restaurant that wouldn't serve him what he
wanted -- Easy Pieces lost some of the
tightness that it could have used to create a
better film. The heroic and idealistic image
of the wanderer has become almost as
common as the passionate love scene in
today's films. My complaint against these
frequent images is that they are drawing the
film farther away from its supposed "tell it
like it is" theme. These films are becoming
more and more like fantasy and less like
reality.
But this tendency that Pieces has of
slipping into nothing more than escapist
fare does not condemn it as a bad film.
Despite the afore-mentioned problems,
occasional slip-shod editing, and confusing
sequences of scenes, Pieces is one of the
finest and most important films of the year.
I found Pieces to be in the category of what I
call "haunting films". Unconsciously, I
would find myself thinking about it several
hours later. I place a great deal of emphasis
on how much of an impression a film makes
when'I am judging a movie. The most im-
pressive scene in the film, and also the most
important, is Bobby's confrontation with his
invalid father. Highly reminiscent of Arlo
Gutherie visiting Woodie in Alice's
Restaurant, the old man's only movement is
the blinking of his eyelids. Bobby tearfully
confesses his insecurity and his inability to
meet and solve his problems. This sense of
helplessness- and frustration is
magnificently magnified by the dark,
brooding skies in the background, and the
oldman's seemingly unfeeling rigidity. The
scene involving Bobby and his father is the
most revealing to the audience of Bobby's
childlike fears of facing the world.
Five Easy Pieces is a film definitely worth
seeing, especially for nothing. For those who
missed it and will have to wait till it comes
to a local theater -- for $2.50 a head -- too bad.
But it's well worth the price.
Karen Black and Jack Nicholson in FIVE EASY PIECES, seen last Sunday at
Cinestudio at a free preview. The film was directed by Robert Rafelson.
Poco, Country-Rock Band,
Dazzles at UHAR Concert
by Roy Dudley
The Homecoming festivities at the
University of Hartford last Sunday were
spotlighted by what I believe to be one of the
finest musical experiences I have ever
witnessed. The concert bill was Sha-Na-Na-
and Poco, with the possible inclusion of Van
Morrison, who, as it turned out, was absent
due to illness.
The rock and roll revivalists would have
had a field day with Sha-Na-Na's per-
formance; it truly was something ex-
traordinary. Personally I was quite
prepared to be bored by this resurgence of
CELLULOSE
The Western Film Genre
by Ted Kroll
The Western has been a noble genre
throughout the entire history of the cinema.
Actually the first narrative film ever made,
THE GREAT TRAIN ROBBERY, was a
good ol' Western with the actors of Edison's
studio dressing up, getting on horses and
running around the wilds of East Orange,
New Jersey in the first attempts to re-create,
the wild and wooly West. From these quaint,
fraudulent beginnings, the Western has
gradually- built an entire American
mythology around the romantic notions
conjured up by the old cowboys and Indians
game. The American frontier according to
Hollywood has little or nothing to do with
what actually happened in our own not-so-
distant past. Really a lot of these fellows so
venerated on the screen were slimy
characters who did not have enough money
lo buy any bullets to practice with, and as a
consequence were terrible shots. And the
women out there, boy, they were witches.
Sammel Fuller, a fine but little known
film director, says he would like to do the
true story of Jesse James, but no studio has
the nerve to let him make it. He tells how
Jesse, during the Civil War, dressed up as a
sweet looking whore to lure Union soldiers
into a relaxed, compromising position, then
his brother would shoot them in the back of
I he head. Another little gruesome ditty of
(he James brothers is the time they stopped
i\ hospital train and killed all of the wounded
men on the train. Not nice stuff at all.
But Hollywood is the dream factory, and
for the almighty dollar, they will dish up just
about anything you want to see. With the
Wostorn, the film industry has done an
outstanding job of molding out of the vague
I'millei'lions of the West the symbolic in-
I'amntion of the American dream. In the
typical Western we have the strong, silent
pragmatic hero who faces all sorts of ad-
versity, generally easily identified by color,
oithor black hats or red skins, but single
hamit\Hy scorns to always get the blond-
luiivod virgin or the whore with that heart
full of m>Ul iusl in time for the final fade-out.
This i« simplifying what the Western
genre actually is, but really simplicity is
certainly one of the Western's greatest
virtues. The grand old man of these things,
John Wayne, once made a very true and
simple statement on the great appeal of the
Western: "The greatest image in the
cinema is a horse running across the
screen", and so it is. The cinema works at
its best when it shows action, and if nothing
else the Western tends to place personal
relationships into an extremely action-filled
visual perspective.
While this country held onto its old puritan
myths of anyone can get ahead in America if
he works hard enough at it, or the Abe
Lincoln myth of how log cabins are the
birthplaces of presidents, the Western for
the most part stayed relatively un-
sophisticated. But as technology, racism
and the other messes of our civilization have
become pounded into our heads, the
Western, too, has gradually changed.
Throughout the sixties the classical shoot
'em story has evolved into the story of the
last frontiers, the death of the ideal man of
the West. The greatest film of this type is
John Ford's THE MAN WHO SHOT
HOT LIBERTY VALANCE. The movie
opens on the small funeral of John Wayne,
the forgotten rancher, the man who really
shot Liberty Valance. This story of what
actually happened is told in an extended
flashback, a rare device for Ford's
narrative technique, but looking back on
this story gives it the feeling of mourning
over the lost greatness in the past. By the
end of the film we are left with the picture of
the true heroic West as dead and buried and
technology overtaking the individualism
that originally settled the land.
But the Western refuses to die. Now in the
seventies one of the major film talents to
emerge in America lately is that of Sam
Peckinpah. He will not make any sort of film
except Westerns, and that he does well. One
of the major themes in all his films is the
idea of civilization pushing the old boys into
a limbo, into situations where their old in-
dividualistic morality cannot fight back
with any success. However, in THE WILD
BUNCH they make a super heroic stand
which makes the gun fight at the OK corral
look like a Sunday social.
Peckinpah is a great lover of the Western
genre. Aside from his intellectual preten-
sions, he has great ability to re-create the
floppy, dusty period of the early 20th cen-
tury in a place like El Paso, Texas. The film
picks up on a out-rnoded gang of outlaws
who are forced out of the country simply
through the fire power, the overkill of the
law. The entire film follows them around
Mexico trying to regain their former
bearings as professional outlaws. Finally
they realize they must give up, but they do
not surrender their status as men who live
by the gun. Instead, we get the exhilarating
experience of watching them play out their
roles to the bloody end, a veritable Got-
terdammerung of the horse opera, quite
Wagnerian in its overwhelming effect.
With THE BALLAD OF CABLE HOGUE,
we see Peckinpah again working with the
theme of a creeping civilization into the
West. However, this time we see things from
the angle of the civilizer, not the outcast as
in THE WILD BUNCH, so the feeling of this
'ballad' is quite a bit more tranquil. Jason
Robards plays the role of Cable Hogue, a
character left to die by his partners in the
desert. He discovers a spring and naturally
makes a bundle, as the stagecoach lines run
right through the newly established town of
Cable Springs. Still, the town grows out of
his control due to its increasing size until
Cable Hogue finally is knocked dead by the
expanding technology in the form of an
automobile.
Peckinpah might be riding the western
through its final paces, but he does not seem
to notice this. His films have an epic streak
in which makes their viewing an exciting,
almost physical experience. The American
cinema might have seen its better days, just,
like the Western itself, but it is consoling to
know there are still directors like Peckinpah
who approach this noble genre with the free
and integrity it deserves.
the music of yesteryear, but lo and behold, it
was very natural to get into their trip. As
soon as the first strains of "Whole Lotta
Shakin" Gain' On" hit the back wall of the
UHar gym, people were on their feet doing
those wonderful dances of the late 50's (for
10 points who remembers American Band-
.stand's sweethearts?). From then on it was
a veritable free for all onstage with verba'
abuse thrown at the audience by various-
band members, in the best Brooklyn style.
Offstage, the audience was having its
chance to boogie also, as the crowd as a
mass cheered those ingenious individuals^
who, lacking the price of admission, decided
to unhinge the doors. As the last gate
/crasher was settling into a comfortable
i niche, Sha-Na-Na was finishing with the
' admonition "Rock and Roll will Stand."
Fifteen minutes later, the atmosphere in
the room had changed so radically that it
was hard to believe that this was the same
concert. The crowd at the 8 o'clock show was
witnessing the finest set of music I have
ever heard played by anyone. The
musicians? Richie Furay's POCO, (with one
sur prise addition).
Prior to ascending the stage, I had oc:
casion to view the musicians and noticed
that Jim Messina was absent and in his
place was a very familiar looking blond
guitarist. It took 2 or 3 minutes to sort out
the features and come up with a name, but it
was well worth the mental stress. Playing
with Poco was Paul Cotton, formerly a
partner of the outstanding guitar harmonies
of the Illinois Speed Press. (I later learned
that he had been playing with the group for
only 1 week prior to the date of this concert).
He played like one bitch.
For all the talk of how fine Crosby, Stills?'
Nash, & Young are, you can have them.
POCO is the country-rock band. With
Timothy B. Shmit, (the most beautiful and
serene musician around) George Gran-
tham, and Rusty Young making full house to;
Cotton and Furay, the Poco unit is un-
beatable. Messina wasn't even missed.
To see Poco perform "El Tonto de Nada.;
Regressa", with Rusty Young on his knees,
fingertips bleeding as they strain against his
pedal steel guitar, Shmit rocking to and fro
with his Kritios boy smile, and over it all.
Furay, evoking all those great vibes of pap'
Buffalo performances, is the ultimate in
country rock. The harmonies are all there,
along with some fine guitar harmony bet-
wixt Cotton and Young, but the best thing is.
it have Poco give back to you all the W
preciationand more that you've given them.
They really are beautiful, pax.
A defense fund has been established
to aid the 25 students indicted at Kent
State University. Contributions may be
sent to: Kent State Legal Defense
Fund, Box 116, Kent, Ohio, 44240.
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Ike & Tina Revisited
by Peter Hartman
When last we left Ike & Tina Turner, they
had just finished putting together a
tremendous album, "Come Together." Now
y they're back to bring us even further thrills.
Like "Let it Be," with Tina's improvised
lyrics, "Proud Mary" ("nice and easy" and
"rufff" versions combined), and a delightful
little ditty entitled "Funkier Than a
Mosquita's Tweeter." Altogether, it is only
about half as strong as the last effort, being
poorly produced. Their sound depends
largely on a funky bass and Tina's singing,
but on this album we find the bass and
\ Tina's voice thin and lacking. The songs
L themselves are the basic material that they
}' have always done, mostly funky blues and
RnB quickies with unnamed and seemingly
uncaring studio musicians. It's really a
shame when one of the finest live acts in the
u
' world has to go out and water down their
reputation with an effort like this. It's not
bad, make no mistake, it just doesn't
measure up to their last spectacular
showing. Such a shame.
I am a rock and roll freak. Therefore, I
will not try and judge the new Miles Davis
two record set, "Miles Davis Live at the
Fillmore." I know little or nothing about this
type of music, but this set seems to be better
(freer, anyway) than "Bitches Brew." But
like I said, I have not the background to say
a word about it. I only advise those of you
who are into this particular form that it is
*• available wherever fine records are sold.
The four sides are titled "Wednesday
Parking
Parking is now available in the Varsity
Field Parking Lot at Vernon and Broad
Streets any time of the day or night.
Entrance is on Broad Street.
Miles," "Thursday Miles," "Friday Miles,"
and "Saturday Miles." The musicians are
listed in the depths of the liner notes, and
include Jack DeJohnette, Keith Jarrett,
Chick Corea, Dave Holland, and Steve
Grossman. I can say no more.
Finally we come to my prize of the week.
After listening to Miles and Tina (what a
show that'd make), I opened a record carton
and found a record on Epic seemingly en-
titled "Crap." But, no, I misread it, it was
Carp. It seemed logical that Epic would be
sending me crap, but I listened to it anyway.
And it was excellent. The personnel at the
record company must have been tripping or
something when they signed this group, for,
unlike the majority of groups on Epic, this
band has what it takes to be really first-
class. Their sound is basically country, but
they throw in good-time rock and roll for
good measure, and even sneak in some
gospel. The result is fine. They come off
sounding like a Band album where^ they
forgot they were supposed to be better than
everybody and just enjoyed themselves. The
harmonies are tight, the instrumental work
simple, but beautiful. There is only one
track which comes off as a bit labored, but
they didn't write that one, so all is forgiven.
They have a good, tight, fun sound that
doesn't worry about whether they are
relevant. They are relevant to themselves,
and that's all that they care about. The
music has obviously grown and matured
with them, but still retains the freshness
that is necessary to put it across. Made up of
bass, guitar, drums, and honky-tonk piano,
they have a down to earth sound-no
pretensions, no obvious sophistication. Just
fun music, and really fun to listen to. If you
are into "Country-rock" you'll probably
love this album as I will. It grows on you.
Buy it, the boys need encouragement.
That's all for this week. Zappa has
another solo album due out any day now,
reportedly with parts of "200 Motels" on it.
And Love has another out, but is basic Ar-
thur Lee. "You got to get back to mother
Earth." G'bye. . , . .
1U1
Hooters Since 1934
INTRODUCTORY OFFER!
SAVE $5.00 ON
CUSTOM-MADE BOOTS
THE HARNESS BOOT
Stands For Comfort Plus!
High-riding 14" harness
boots in sturdy natural
color leather with
leather insole and out-
sole, in addition fully
leather lined. Add to
that the staunch arch-
supporting pegged
shank, nandsome com-
bination heel, roomy
square toe—and, man,
you've got a boot that's
going places!
$32.95
Headquarters
For Good Boots
BOOT SYLES LBST
FROM 29.95 TO 34.95
Clip This Coupon
"BARRSE~Lm~B~d6TERS
22 TRUMBULL ST., HARTFORD
Open Daily 9:00 to 5:30
VALUE $5.00
Towards Boots
You Pay List Price Less $5.00 with this
coupon. Valid through Saturday, Nov. 21st. j
Limit One Coupon Per Shoe^  Purchase __^j
OF MASTER~CHARGE o
Goodman Discusses Poetn
Of William Carlos Williams
by Vaughn Keith
I've never had and still don't have much
respect for William Carlos Williams as a
poet, but after Mitchell Goodman's
refreshingly informal and unsystematically
informative lecture last Tuesday evening I
am suddenly aware of the author's con-
tributions as a thinker.
In subject the talk was only half devoted to
Williams as a "non-parochial" writer. The
other half, at the previous suggestion of
some students outside the English depart-
ment, was entitled: "Revolution does not
come from nowhere." Nor were these two
themes neatly separated in thought or
chronology, but rather interconnective.
Consequently, the literary aspect of
Williams' work became sacrificed to
cultural and philosophical concerns. For to
Williams, culture (as defined in his essay,
The American Background) is "not a thing;
it is an act. If it stands still, it is dead." Mr.
Goodman draws on this concept of a non-
static society in an attempt to concretize the
"Movement," to make the need for socio-
political reform more immediate.
Unlike "parochial," or "narrow," writers
such as Hemingway (who, according to Mr.
Goodman, deserted America only to wind up
writing novels about "puerile machismo")
or Phillip Roth (who "belongs to RCA"),
Williams did confront the society of his
birthplace, and, turning down many offers
Airplane Coming
To Jock Palace
by Dudley Roy
It's been a long time coming, but well
worth the wait by all estimations. On
Tuesday, November 17,1970 the Mather Hall
Board of Governors present, live from the
Jock Palace, JEFFERSON AIRPLANE,
HOT TUNA, AND GLENN MCKAY'S
HEADLIGHT. Price for either the seven
TheTripod learned Thursday afternoon that
the Jefferson Airplane Concert scheduled
for Tuesday, November 17 has been can-,
celled by mutual agreement between the
Mather Halll Board of Governors and the
Rock Group. The concert was cancelled
when the Board of Governors found that
counterfeit tickets had been printed and
serious security problems arose. Refunds
will be available Friday between 10 a.m.
and 4 p.m. and 6-8 p.m. in the Mather Hall
Lobby and next week.
o'clock or ten o'clock show is five dollars,
and believe me the tickets are selling quite
rapidly.
It is not too ostentatious to say that music
has not been the same since the Airplane
came into being over five years ago. The
original intent of Marty Balin, the group's
founder, was to set folk music to electric
of fame and fortune from the U.S. and
abroad, practiced medicine for forty years
in Rutherford, New Jersey. Over this period
of time he estimates that he came in contact
with about one and a half million patients.
There, in a close interchange with all
classes of people, his "senses could act,"
while his mind would expose itself to the
true American experience. Williams did not
isolate himself from society and hence fresh
stimuli. In contrast to Williams, however,
Mr. Goodman maintained that socalled
"parochial" writers, locked away in their
Catskill cottages or Neapolitan villas, are
"cut off from everyday connections," in-
terrelations which would help in a universal
understanding of the human (and, in par-
ticular, the American ) situation.
 v
A radical thinker working and com-
municating with auto workers in Detroit
does more to place the people in politics than
the "liberal" who attempts to bring politics
to the people, while refusing them self-
organization and autonomy within mutually
democratic localities.
This is the "revolution" Williams seemed
to foresee. Through his inquiries into past
America, Williams sought to ascertain his
own national identity, to discover significant
parallels for future confrontations. Such
empathetic curiosity Goodman claims is
"the most dynamic and most energizing
human characteristic," if it arises from an
equal plane and not from narrow con-
descension.
Theoretically such a philosophy seems
quite hopeful. Yet, one wonders, if in our
vast heterogeneous environment such a
"basic" revolution is feasible. In this regard
Goodman's initial quotation from Emerson
may appear somewhat vague: "Do the thing
and you have the power; he who does not do
the thing has not the power." However, on
second thought, it can easily be applied to
"non-parochial" interpretation. What ad-
vice would Williams give today to those who
might wish to ameliorate society from the
roots'? I think Mitchell Goodman said it all.
Let us "reject nothing, deny nothing and
take that step into America."
instrumentation. Throughout the six albums
the group has recorded, this gcal has been
met and indeed expanded upon again and
again.
The element of concern, over essentially
human propensities and follies, is quite
prominent in the lyrics of the Airplane,
though much more so on the last three
releases. There is concern for fellow man,
concern for one's self, and concern for the
world (HA!). Musically, there is no
criticism whatsoever that can be levied at
the group. They play, and they play
superbly. Every time. Tuesday's concert
should prove especially interesting from a
musician's point of view, as it will be the
first time to my knowledge, that a female
rock vocalist has undertaken a concert tour
while being eight months pregnant. (I'm
sure that all have heard the raps about
Grace's forthcoming child, but just in case..
.Paul Kantner is the father and the child will
be called simply god).
THE RED HEADS ARE COMING
WORLD CHAMPION GIRLS BASKETBALL TEAM
vs.
TRINITY ALL-STAR BASKETBALL ALUMNI
NOVEMBER 2 1 — FERRIS GYM
BENEFIT TRINITY BASEBALL:
STUDENTS $1.50 On Advance)
Donations: ADULTS $2.00
CHILDREN $1.00
FREE ENLARGEMENT COUPON
X 7 Enlargement from your Kodacolor negative with any roll of
Kodacobr film left for development from November 16 through
[November 20th only.
This coupon must accompany film
TRINITY COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
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EDITORIAL SECTION
Next Step
With the election of students to seats on Faculty committees, and with the in-
dication given by some departments that student participation in departmental
meetings will be welcome, the time has come to seize the initiative. The students
of this college have for too long played the action and reaction game: the college
takes a position or makes a move and the students respond positively or
negatively with varying degrees and intensity. With one foot in the door of the
major decision making councils student representatives must consolidate their
gains by presenting to these august bodies fresh ideas and proposals for con-
sideration. If the Faculty and Administration do all the thinking, and do all the
work, we have accomplished nothing; the student voting power on any of these
bodies is still minimal. What is important is the forum which has been gained by
these latest developments. Sitting through committee or departmental meetings
with a vague self-image as "defender of students" Is worthless. Innumerable
opportunities for fundamental change await student representatives In the areas
of major and degree requirements; housing and community life, college finan-
cing, grading, appointments and promotions of Faculty and Administrators
To continue allowing the legislative initiative in these areas to fall into the hands
of the Faculty and Administration is to relinquish any of the power or Influence
that might have been gained over the last two years.
If and when student representatives do begin to exercise their new respon-
sibilities with the needed vigor, they must be recognized by the Faculty as full
participating voting members in the decision making process. To exclude
students from Faculty meetings and deny them a vote there after they have been
major contributors to new proposals would be unfair and unjust. If students
accept responsibilities of committee membership, they deserve all the privileges
of those positions. That this next step should not be taken would prove only that
student representation is tokenistic,
LETTERS to the Editor
I'or some unexplained reason, the witty and prolific writers of yesteryear have not
miule themselves known in the current epoch of College history.
The eloquent and moving epistles which once graced these parchments seem to be but
a memory.
Surely there must be amongst our fair readers those who yearn to make themselves
liciirtl on the pressing issues of the day. These pages await the expression of your
troubled thoughts (neatly typed and triple spaced, preferably with a word count, and
U l d to the Editor).
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r Mastering the Draft
Questions And Answers
. Copyright 1970 by John Striker and Andrew Shapiro ,
Q.: Will the student deferment be
abolished?
A.: On April 23, 1970 the President asked
Congress for authority to eliminate the
student deferment. Only Congress can
provide this authority. In the past,
Representative Mendel Rivers, Chairman of
the House Armed Services Committee, has
been a strong advocate of the student
deferment. However, recently he indicated
he was having "second thoughts" about his
position. He said he "was becoming
disenchanted" with the student deferment
because of the college disorders fomented
by deferred students. With this change in
Representative Rivers' position, the
chances for the elimination of the student
deferment are greatly increased.
Q.: If the student deferment is abolished,
what will be my chances of keeping the II-S
deferment until I graduate?
A.: A recent Local Board Memorandum
provided the following warning: "Under
legislation now pending in Congress, a
registrant who obtains a . . . .II-S deferment
by enrolling on April 23, 1970 or thereafter
may lose, his deferment by the President on
April 23. If enacted, students in this year's
freshman class may find themselves
without a deferment next year. A future
column will indicate what steps you can take
to register your approval or disapproval of
the President's proposed legislation.
Q.: Is the official list of disqualifying
medical defects available to the public?
A.: Yes. It is published in our book
"Mastering the Draft." It is also contained
in "The Draft Physical," available for $1.00
from Brooklyn Bridge Press, P, O. Box 1894,
Brooklyn, New York 11202.
Q.: Can I get a complete copy of my
selective service file?
A.: Yes. Every registrant is entitled to
secure a copy of his file. The procedure is as
follows: (1) You should send a letter to your
local board requesting a photostatic copy of
your selective service file (officially called a
Cover Sheet.) (2) A copy of the letter must
be sent to the Sstate headquarters of the
state in which your local board is located.
Your local board can tell you the address of
the state headquarters. (3) The state
director will then write to you informing you
of the city in which the copying will be done.
In most cases, this city will be the location of
the state headquarters. (4) You must then
make arrangements with a commercial
duplicating firm in the city designated. The
arrangements should provide that a *
representative of the Selective Service "
System will bring in the file for duplication.
The representative will not pay for the
duplication. Thus, you must agree with the
commercial firm on some form of advance
payment or subsequent billing. (5) When
you have made these arrangements, write
the state director informing him of the name
and address of the firm. (6) The state
director will arrange for an employee to
take your file to the copying firm and
monitor the reproduction "in order to
protect the confidentiality of the file." You
must pay $"$5 per hour, or fraction thereof
in excess of one-quarter hour for the em-
ployee's time to monitor the reproduction
computing from the time of his departure
until his return to his post." (7) The file and
its copy will be returned to the state
headquarters, You will be sent a bill for the
monitoring service. After the bill is paid,
you will be sent the copy of your file.
Q.: Why is it important for me to have a
copy of my file?
A.: The copy provides you with protection
against the possibility that local board
members or clerks will alter the contents of
your file to cover up their mistakes. For
example, consider the following recent
court case. A young man sought a con-
scientious objector classification. His local
board denied the request and, as required by
law, wrote down the reason and placed the
letter in his file. A few months later, a court,
in an unrelated case, declared this par-
ticular reason an improper ground for
denying a C. O. request. When the young
man's board learned of the Court case, it
opened his file and changed the reason for
denying his C. O. request so that is now
conformed to the law. Ultimately, the young I
man refused induction. Fortuntely, his
attorney had made a complete copy of the
young man's file before the board members
had made any changes. At the trial he
noticed the change. The case was thrown out
of court with instructions to the U. S. At-"'
torney to investigate the conduct of the
board members. Only because he had a
complete copy of the file was he able to
detect the change.
Shun the Fruminous Bandersnatch
Bad Column
• by
I seem to have missed registration again
this year. This is nothing very unique, as I
tend to miss a lot of big events, and have a
sneaking feeling that I misplaced 1969 en-
tirely. This year, however, I was sort of
looking forward to it.
This was the year that I finally perfected
my advisor's signature, and put together a
schedule I wanted. Through a special
arrangement with the Registrar, whose
signature I had previously learned to forge,
I had put together a major in student-taught
courses.
I had intended to keep this to myself, at
least till after graduation (I thought an
honors degree would be nice, and I've been
working on Lockwood's signature), but with
my failure to make the cut there is an
opening in all my courses, and I think it only
fair to share it with the rest of you.
GREAT THINKERS: ISAAC NEWTON
AND MAO TSE-TUNG: The first part of the
course will be devoted to mastering physics,
Chinese and Communism. The class will
then spend several weeks on the nature of
Time, determining precisely how these two
people were able to confer with each other.
The final paper will be a discussion as to
whether they were reaEy the same man,
with students challenged to answer the
question, "Have you ever seen them
together?"'
MATING HABITS OF THE WOMBAT:
With slides. A biggie. The class will discuss
such topics as Wombat Mixers; Are Morals
Collapsing Among the Wombats?; ana
Telling Wombats Apart. No one should miss
Slide 42 (Here's a Wombat Cruising). Note:
it is very difficult to get into this class since
it became known that the movie has been
rated X (No Wombat Under 3 Admitted) at
the Bronx Zoo.
THE OFFICE OF COMMUNITY LIFE:
ITS CAUSE AND CURE; This was the one
I'm really sorry I didn't get to register for,
because I'm supposed to be teaching it. The
curriculum consists of spreading nasty
rumors about the Office of Community lve
(Did you know that Community Life causes
cancer?), making obscene phone calls, ana,
as a term project, trying to discover what it
does all day, and why. There will also be a
weekly lab to determine where it fits into tne
evolutionary cycle.
If you haven't heart of any of these
courses, go see your advisor. Ask him wly
he's concealing the sex life of the wombat.
'Yeshiva'
The experimental education
program, Yeshiva 101 will hold its
weekly meeting Friday, November 13
at 4:15 p.m. in the Goodwin Lounge.
lecture'
Dr.. .Jack Ward will speak on
"Hypoglycemia and the Schizophrenic
at? p.m. on Sunday, November 15 at the
Trinity Episcopal Church, Farmington
Ave. and Sigoumey Street, Hartford.
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We Need YOUR Help!
STUDENT AIDES IN THE CLASSROOM:
Hooker School needs people who would
like to work in a classroom situation. It
involves assisting a regular teacher in
getting information across to grade school
kids; you circulate around the room, ex-
plaining, correcting, clearing things up. The
time required for volunteers is one af-
ternoon or morning a week. Contact Steve
Charleston: Box 66 or Ext. 310.
DRUG PROBLEMS:
Despite the moral-social debate over the
use of drugs, some people find themselves
directly involved; they have a bad trip and
they need help. A lot of them call the
Dragline, an information and referral
service. They need volunteers to take calls;
training sessions are available, the shifts
are once every two weeks from 4 p.m. to
midnight on weekdays or 8 a.m. to midnight
on weekends. Each shift is four hours long.
Contact Steve Charleston: Box 66 or Ext.
310.
TUTORING:
A number of organizations in Hartford
need volunteers to tutor in a broad range of
subjects. Openings are available at War-
burton Community Church, St. Michael's
Church in the North End, the Good Shepard
Espicopal Church, North Methodist Church
on Albany Avenue, and several others. The
time required is about 3 hours once a week.
They need volunteers either with or without
previous experience. If you don't have
transportation, some of them are within
walking distance from Trinity. Contact
Steve Charleston: Box 66 or Ext. 310.
BIG BROTHER:
Assuming responsibility for a fatherless
boy requires both time and energy. It in-
volves a year long committment; the Big
Brother program is looking for mature
college men who are willing to spend some
time with a young boy. They will help you
work out a schedule; it would help if you
were going to be in or around the Hartford
area during the summer. Contact Jay
Fagan: Box 1181 or phone 522-8489.
mmmmmmm
REVITALIZATION CORPS:
Working with Operation Bridge in the
South End of Hartford is the primary con-
cern of this organization. This consists of a
one-to-one tutoring program of children that
live within walking distance of the campus.
Contact Jay Fagan: Box 1181 or phone 522-
8489.
HELPING THE CHILD WITH
EMOTIONAL PROBLEMS: The term
"emotionally disturbed" bothers a lot of
people. It is frightening because it is out of
the norm; it seems uncomfortable. The fact
is that most of these kids can and will learn
if they get the help they need. Fox School on
the corner of New Britain Ave. and
Washington Ave. sponsors a classroom
program designed for kids who have trouble
making it in regular situations. They need
volunteers who can act as aides one or two
mornings a week from 8:30 to 12:30. Contact
Steve Charleston: Box 66 or Rxt. 310.
RECREATION PROGRAMS:
Neighborhood Centers such as Mitchell
House and Clay Hill House need volunteers
with an interest in arts, crafts, or youth
groups. They offer both classes to be con-
ducted by college people and recreation
programs for young kids. The time required
is one day a week for a few hours depending
on the nature of the work. They are both
flexible in arranging schedules for Trinity
students. Contact Steve Charleston: Box 66
or Ext. 310.
THE ALTERNATE LEARNING CENTER:
The Alternate Learning Center CALC) is
located in Bordman Hall on the Trinity
Campus. It needs students for volunteer
work in its educational or recreational
programs; operating through the Board of
Education, they offer classes on a ratio of
two students per teacher. Obviously,
students that have no transportation could
become involved at the ALC without any
trouble. Contact Steve Charleston: Box 66 or
Ext. 310.
• H E L P I N G T H E M E N T A L L Y R E T A R -
D E D : / ..••"'. \ .•; •••• ••• .. • ; / : :
The Hartford Regional Center located in
Newington needs volunteers to work with
both children and adults who are mentally
retarded. This could be in the classroom, in
recreation, or in preparing adults to find
their place in society. They ask for "a free
hour before or after classes." Experience is
not required. Contact Steve Charleston: Box
66 or Ext. 310.
we HAP KIPS
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Cassidy, Salisch React
To Residential House Idea
LETTERS to the editor
by Matthew Moloshok
According to the Dean of Community Life,
there is no single plan to overcome the
problems of housing and dining. Rather,
Marc S. Salisch said the College could be
better served by having several approaches
to residential life which would allow
students to choose their own life style.
The Assistant Dean of Community Life,
John H. Cassidy, wanted the College to
define "residential life." " I hope residential
life means something more than sleeping
and showering and eating," he said. "It is an
experience in living and learning and as
much a part of 'College' as academic life."
Cassidy suggested "the Trinity College
Community can creatively explore the
residential house plans of Harvard and
Yale." He said, however, it would require a
tremendous amount of money and other
resources to implement such a plan.
Salisch stated the College could not afford
a residential College program. In fact, he
said the College could not afford any major
construction or rennovation in the near
future.
"I have to be concerned that I am not
putting you (students) in an impossible
situation," Salisch said. According to the
Dean, student rentals are the only source of
funds for the housing program. He said the
program receives $600 from each student
and, of that money, $200 goes towards
paying off mortgages and other debts on the
residence halls. "That leaves us only $400 to
work with - and that includes salaries," he
said.
Salisch said he is investigating new
construction techniques to bring down costs
enough so that the College can afford new
facilities. For example, Salisch suggested
using wood-frame town-house style dor-
mitories. He also said he was interested in
acquiring off-campus housing in the area of
the College. Salisch said, however, "I have
serious doubts about ever building another
dorm like Jones or North Campus."
Until the College does build, the over-
crowding will remain and both Cassidy and
Salsich acknowledge it is "a severe
problem." "Overcrowding is, in part, a
perceptual thing," Cassidy said. "It is not a
square foot problem and I want to talk in
terms of life-styles and not square feet," the
assistant dean continued.
Salisch said, "There should be real in-
dividuality in each of the residence halls.
But that has to come from the students. It
cannot come from us. We simply cannot
legislate individuality."
The whole community should be involved
in "defining what it is they want as their
residential experience," according to
Cassidy. Salisch encouraged students to
take an active role. "We want advice, feed-
back," said the Dean. "We need student
involvement in policy making."
'Unwise'
Ty the Editor:
We nominated ourselves to the Ap-
pointments and Promotions Committee,
because we felt that students could add a
valuable perspective to the committee,
which it now completely lacks.
The rejection of our nominations to the
Appointments and Promotions Committee is
no surprise. However, if any thought is
given to the "Stone Affair" of last year, the
decision to exclude student participation in
the selection of faculty seems ill-considered.
The "Stone Affair," which was result of
student-faculty reaction to the Ap-
pointments and Promotions Committee's
consideration of Chuck Stone and the
eventual reversal of the committee 's
decision shows, we feel, that student opinion
is extremely relevant and necessary to the
process of faculty selection.
All members of the college community
have come together in the T. C. C, an ad-
visory body. Why is there resistance to this
concept by the Appointments and
Promotions Committee, also an advisory
body?
As we have already said, we feel this to be
an ill considered and unwise attitude and we
ask that more consideration be given to the
situation by the college community at large
and particularly by the facult" and trustees.
Ken Blakesloe '72
Peter Crawford '72
'Gay'
To the Editor,
We are a newly organized group of Gay
Liberation Front people in Hartford, You
have, probably heard of us in New York and
Boston. But why just New York and Boston;
are there not together gays in Hartford too?
The purpose of our G.L.P, group is to help
gay people, women and men alike, relate to
each other as human beings first rather than
as sexual objects. A predominantly college
ago group, we try by means of discussion
groups, consciousness raising sessions and
.social gatherings to provide a warm friendly
open meeting place for gay people who are
turned off by the cold, inhuman, impersonal
approach of the barroom scene.
At present we are meeting Wednesday
evenings at I! p.m. For further information
call 246-1411 in Hartford
or
225-31M0 in New
225-9887
PKACK,
or
in New
Britain
Britain
The (Jay Liberation Front Collective of
Hartford
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Beat the system.
The $510 KLH system you can buv for $380.
If you're the kind of person who's happy saving money but doesn't like to
compromise, here's a system that can't be b e a t . . . for quality or price. $510
worth of the finest KLH equipment on the market for only $380. Why take a
gamble on achieving the best component system possible when you can
come to Sound Ideas and know you've got a sure thing.
1111111
KLH MODEL 27 AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER:
All KLH's expertise has gone into this 100 watt receiver featuring vernier
tuning. It's the only one they make and its performance matches that of.far
more expensive eauinment.
KLH RC-1 RECORD CHANGER: _ _ _ _ _ „
KLH designed and Garrard built. Features 4 speeds, lightweight low mass
_ tone arm, Pickering magnetic cartridge with diamond stylus. In a handsome
walnut'wood base.
Mon.
Sat.
10
SB
6
KLH MODEL
22/A ACOUSTIC
SUSPENSION SPEAKER SYSTEM:
Hated in in its price range, it features an 8"
woofer with heavy magnetic assembly, high
efficiency tweeter and a four-layer voice
coil.
SOUND IDEAS
INC.
Thurs.
Fri.
Night
20 RAYMOND ROAD, WEST HARTFORD TEL 236-3571
Til
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League Standings
Outstanding Players, Depth,
Key Frosh Football 1 ear
IK AM
TRINITY
Bowdoin
Wesleyan
Union
Middlebury
Williams
Colby
Amherst
Hamilton
Tufts
Bates
*
TRINITY at Wesleyan
Union at Hamilton
Overall Standings
W L T PCT
6 1 0 .857
6 1 0 .857
5 2 0 .714
5 3 0 .625
5 3 0 .625
3 4 0 .428
3 5 0 .375
2 5 0 .285
2 5 0 .285
1 6 0 .143
0 8 0 .000
TMORROW'S GAMES
TOMORROW'S GAMES
JOCKS
w
4
6
4
2
3
3
1
1
0
1
0
L
0
1
0
1
2
3
4
3
2
4
5
Standings
T
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
PCT PTS
FOR
1.000 179
.857 185
1.000 164
.667 116
.600 i85
.500 154
.200 127
.250 126
.000 120
.250 92
.000 77
PT
AG
122
86
139
74
122
161
158
192
142
168
185
Williams at Amherst
Rochester at Tufts
On Top By Two
Prophet Takes Slim Lead
by Kevin Gracey
Ha, O Slim! For lo, I spake, and it came to
pass that Slim became as one sick, and his
head became as butter, and his mouth
became as a vast canyon through which the
streams of the Hudson doth flow, a foul
pollution on the sacred realm of foot-
balldom. And lo, the bright Fish of Truth
departed from the land of Slim, and
travelled many a rod, and came a-knock,
knock, knockin' at my door, whence I
opened wide my portal and the Fish entered
into my home. And so it was that the Fish
sold to me for thirty pieces of silver, a many-
colored coat and six dollars, many great
wonders and a vacuum cleaner.
In short, I went 8 and 2 last week, picking
all four disputed games correctly, Min-
nesota Mining and Manufacturing not
withstanding, while the Late P. Slim
amassed a truly typical 4 and 6 week, a week
earlier highlighted by Slim buying an Edsel,
(getting a nice trade-in on his Camaro),
going to 3-0 movies every night, and in-
vesting his entire life savings in a cough
drop mine. Such aberrant behavior can lead
intelligent and reasonable people, such as
myself and two other people of my
acquaintance, whether it is not only ac-
ceptable but indeed safe to allow the
Filadelphia Fool, as his parents call him, to
continue to attempt to perpetrate his
crimes. Think of the immeasurable harm
we are doing to the environment, for despite
all precautions, Slim's column is often
carelessly left in the presence of living
things. And can one even dare to con-
template the horrible effects that such
material might have on our nation's youth?
First thing you know, they'll be hanging
around MacDonald's all the time, dressing
in blue jeans and smoking ciggies; in fact, it
may already be too late.
So I hereby propose that Slim's column be
kept only in high places, such as Mt. '
Rainier, in hermetically sealed bottles of
Testor's Pla kept in vast vaults with lead
walls, for only then will be truly be safe.
(from P. 1)
by the Connecticut General Life Insurance
Company.
The union has demanded a 35-hour work
week, a proposal which the college rejects.
Both the union and the college express
their willingness to renew the talks as soon
as the other side shows that they are really
interested in talking seriously.
Band
THE BAND.WILL BE APPEARING
AT THE NEW HAVEN ARENA ON
NOVEMBER 20. TICKETS PRICED
AT $4.50 AND $5.50, ARE AVAILABLE
AT THE NEW HAVEN ARENA BOX
OFFICE AND THE YALE CO-OP.
CONCERT TIME IS 8:00 P.M.
Cellar
Visitors to Hartford from other parts
of the country - other parts of the world
and Hartfordites themselves get
together every Friday, 7:30 to 10:30
p.m. at the University of Connecticut.
The program, called "Cellar", features
music and refreshments. For in-
formation and transportation call 236-
5277 or 563-4143.
FANTASTIC MUSIC
SUN LANDERS
(formerly Trinidad Drums)
Island Rocka — Island Traditional Concert
See them on Brad Davis Show, Channel 3, Saturday, Nov. 14, 5:30 P.M.
Management Lwier Associates, New Haven 248-0362
THE RED HEADS ARE COMING
WORLD CHAMPION GIRLS BASKETBALL TEAM
vs.
TRINITY ALL-STAR BASKETBALL ALUMNI
NOVEMBER 21 — FERRIS GYM
BENEFIT TRINITY BASEBALL:
STUDENTS $1.50 (In Advance)
Donations: ADULTS $2.00
CHILDREN $100
by Mark von Mayrhauser
The Trinity freshmen football team put
together many of the elements necessary for
a successful season.
The frosh had two outstanding stars in
two-way starter Ron Duckett and quar-
terback Saul Wiezenthal, stars who could
make the big play and thus provide in-
spirational leadership. The 99 yard TD in-
terception return by Duckett against
Springfield and the 76 yard touchdown pass
from Wiezenthal to Duckett in the fourth
quarter against Coast Guard are two rather
spectacular, but typical, examples of the
clutch plays made by this pair all season.
Halfback-cornerback Duane McKay and
linebacker Barry O'Brien were two other
players who often lifted the team with
strong performances.
Even more instrumental, though, in the
success of the team was its depth. The
squad, which numbered only 36 to begin
with, showed remarkable fluidity in com-
petently filling up positions vacted by in-
juries. No less than ten starters were lost, at
one point or, another, due to injuries. Four of
these, linebacker Mike Hoskinson, quar-
terback Rich Hall, running back Rob
Walker, and tackle Adron Keaton, were lost
for the season when sidelined. Because of
the great number of injuries, other mem-
bers of the team played with aggravating
pains.
Above all, however, the most important
factor in the Bantams' success was their
spirit. At midseason Coach McPhee noted,
"This team just doesn't seem to be aware of
its problems with injuries. It's fully con-
fident and expects to win. The spirit is
remarkable."
The fyosh got off to a slow start in their
first game against Union, losing 20-14. The
next week, however, the Bantams bounced
back with a tremendous second half effort to
overcome Springfield 26-25 It was during
this game that the injuries began, setting in.
On October 2nd the freshmen needed more
second half heroics to down the Coast Guard
frosh 20-13. It must be pointed out that the
Cadets fielded an unusually strong club this
season, finishing 6-2 (beating Williams 35-8).
In the following week, the Bantams took
Wesleyan, 28-26, in a controlled scrimmage.
In their final, and perhaps finest game of
the season, the Trinity frosh impressively
defeated Amherst, 21-6, and, thus, finished
with a fine 4-1 record.
A number of freshman records were
broken this season. With quarterbacks Hall
(1) and Wiezenthal (10) hitting for eleven
touchdown passes, the previous record of
seven, set in 1961, was easily surpassed.
Another freshman passing record, total
yardage for the season, was destroyed this
fall. This year's club amassed an amazing
total of 1114 yards, shattering the old record
of 905 yards, set in 1965.
Individually, Saul Wiezenthal broke one
freshman record while Ron Duckett broke
two and tied one. Wiezenthal's ten TD
passes topped the previous mark of seven,
established by M, Yavinsky in 1961. Duckett
broke two of Rick Heithoff's reception
records set just last year. With 7 TD catches
and 579 yards the fleet split end surpassed
Heithoff's season's totals of 6 TD catches
and 517 yards. Duckett's eight touchdowns
(7 catches and the interception) tied-Gene
Coney's freshman scoring record of 48
points, also set a year ago.
The leading rushers for the Bantams this
year were fullback John Naab and halfback
Steve Kasowitz. The hard running Naab
ripped off 150 yards in 52 carries for a 3.0
average per carry while Kasowitz, a con-
verted linebacker, gained 86 yards in 28
carries for a 2.3 average. Duane McKay was
second to Duckett in both scoring (24 points)
and receiving (14 catches for 245 yards).
Wiezenthal was, of course, the leading
passer, hitting 43 of 78 attempts (55%) for
810 yards.
Coach McPhee, summarizing his feelings
about this season, said, "It was quite
gratifying to me as a coach to see the boys
overcome the injuries the way they did. This
team had as much spirit as any I've coached
in the last seven or eight years. It was a
remarkable club in that respect,"
Government
prehensive exams given something like
open semester," he said.
Neaverson denied that the purpose of
comprehensive exams could be served by
tests in individual courses. Comprehensives
do not test "knowledge in specific areas,"
Neaverson said. "They test if you can put
the information together. We are trying to
find out what you know about political
science in general. Only comprehensives
can do that," Neaverson continued.
Clinton Vince suggested that a course
evaluation of Political Science faculty and
courses be conducted. Neaverson said that
an evaluation should be organized by
students. He said that he thought several
faculty members would agree to work with a
group of students. Vince agreed to head such
a group of students.
William Caldwell '72, asked that the
department organize an ad hoc student-
faculty committee to compile a list of
courses acceptable for credit in the
department.
Neaverson agreed to "take this matter up
(from P. 1)
with the next department meeting." He
cautioned that "the question of cognate
courses will have to be carefully considered
by the faculty before there are any students
involved."
Married?
Trinity students who are
married, may apply for Athletic
l.D. cards for their spouses at
the office of the Athletic
Director, Karl Kurth, Jr., in the
Ferris Athletic Center. This new
policy, effective immediately,
will entitle wives or husbands of
married students to present
student admission rates for
athletic contests.
HOME BAKED GOODS
MRSf R. H. GILPEN —• 529-4911
19 FAIRVIEW DRIVE —-WETHERSFIELD
WILL DELIVER TO CAMPUS
TEACUP PALM
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BY
MRS. MARIE
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Located at
249 New Britain Avenue, Hartford
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TRINITY TRIPOD
Isaiah the Profit
bv Kevin Graccy
Well, what da hey. The old Profit is now
loading the anemic Slim by two, count 'em
: two, full games in the race for fame, honor
and a sausage pizza.
(Sue this section for Song of Triumph, 3:40
BM1 Published by Truth and Light Inc.)
.Slim obviously doesn't know his head from
Little Rock, Arkansas, and his followers, a
shabbier lot you will seldom see, are really
wHoiing. The defection from SJim's camp
used lo be shame-faced, for after all, it was
no great honor to slink away from a for-
merly vaunted hero, even if he was getting
his picks from a malfunctioning IQ Quiz
Computer in a run-down 52nd Street Fun
House. (Chamber of Horrors in the
Basement - See All the Mass Murderers
America has taken to its Heart, 50<f). Now,
however,' the desertion greatly resembles,
the march of the lemmings to the sea.
People are walking away with their heads
held high and their eyes shining. Some of
these people, have, even been offered lush
television contracts,-which they have
refused.in order to be able to sit at my feet
and receive wisdom, which IJhave flown in
daily. And now on behalf of the One-liners'
Union, Chapter of Hartford (OUCH) I
present the following: I don't know why
Slim's pickings were so bad last week.
Maybe it was something he Big Eight. And
speaking of socket wrenches
Penn State and Ohio will meet at
University Park, Pennsylvania, this week,
rumor has it to play football, but I doubt it.
Ohio's chances in this week's affair^are
roughly similar to those of the famous South
African general, surrounded by millions of
Zulus, who yelled "Charge!" Persons from
Ohio should stick to electing the wrong
Senator. Penn State 45 - ohio (notice small
letters) 10..
In the interests of- sportsmanship and the
excitement of picking a toss-up game, Slim
selected Georgia Tech-Notre Dame. The
unfortunate thing is that the only thing
tossed up will be Georgia Tech. This one
isn't going to be pretty, and I suggest those
persons with weak stomachs either not
watch at all or watch standing on their
heads so they won't throw up. Notre Dame
All There Is - Georgia Tech.
New Mexico-Brigham Young, This is a
traditional battle among two of the great
schools of all times over the possession of a
Sacred Cactus, Blessed in olden days by the
great saint of the Mormon faith, Brigham
Young, who stepped on it barefoot and was
thereupon heard to make several religious
utterances. NM 28 - BY 0. That's 3/4 of the
greatest joke in the world, folks.
Dartmouth-Cornell. Come on. Dartmouth
100-Cornell 10.
Rochester and Tufts will play something
vaguely resembling football this weekend,
but the game will end with the Rochester
players carried off the field by exuberant
supporters and the Tufts players (you can
see this one coming, can't you folks) being
carried off the field by exuberant am-
bulance attendants. And now back to our
cartoon. Rochester 76 - Tufts 7. Or 6.
Montana and South Dakota battle it out in
the classic Upper Northwestern Louisiana
Purchase Bowl Saturday on the only field in
the country which has a trout brook running
across it. The game will undoubtedly be
highlighted at halftime by a mangy group of
rodent trappers who will rush out to the
fifty-yard line and skin a prairie dog. The
game? Who cares, except maybe the prairie
dog. Montana Two Frogs and a Stick- South
Dakota State a White Stone and a Beaver.
iAn unusual scoring system is also em-
ployed.)
Penn-Columbia. I have nothing against
Quakers; some of my best friends are
Quakers. This may mean nothing to you, but
rest assured that two people 1 know are
having the laugh of their lives. Penn 19 -
Columbia 10,
An interesting game transpires in Stan-
ford this week, and I will now do my good
deed for the week by picking Air Force in an
upset which will allow the shattered rem-
nants of Slim some shred, however, pitiful of
self respect. Air Force 14 - Stanford 8.
Yale and Princeton are loaded with
savages, killers all, but in a dream 1 saw a
whole bunch of Swedish people going to a
place of imprisonment, and that's why I pick
Yale. Ha, I fooled you, you dolts, don't you
know nobody can pick a Yale? Oh, I'm so
fast. I got that one in a mere two weeks.
Yale 18 - Princeton 7,
And finally, an audience participation
page. Lift your pencils and fill in the
following blanks. Florida Kentucky
Incidentally, Slim wants me to say that the
Gators will need aid, but I'm not going to.
As the bicycle maker once said im-
mediately before his slow and painful death,
"I have spoken."
Dave KiavHis sweeps the end against A m h m t lant week. The senior halfback, the
nation's leading college division runner, enters his final game only 114 yards away from
Ihc New England single season rushing mark, and M0 yards away from the New
IOnginnd career record. tsumvan Photo
Trinity Faces Rejuvenated
Cards In Season's Finale
Frosh
'There will be a meeting of all can-
didates for the freshmen basketball
team today at 3:30 p.m, in the sports
room.
After its first three games this season
Wesleyan's record stood at 1-2, they had lost
one of the top quarterback's in New England
history and were being led by a third
stringer, and they had fallen to Coast Guard,
a team who hadn't defeated them since the
days of Admiral Farragut. Cardinal coach
Don Russell wasn't chirping.
But Wesleyan rallied behind the third
string quarterback, Wes La Fountain, and
have won their last four consecutive games.
They enter their season's finale against the
Bantams, tomorrow at 1:30 in Middletown,
with a 5-2 slate and a powerful backfield
which destroyed Williams last week with
over 300 yards rushing.
Cardinal halfback Ed Tabor was named to
the ECAC Ail-Star team last week and both
he and giant fullback Dave Revenaugh
broke the previous Wesleyan single game
rushing record, Their rushing and the
passing of La Fountain to towering end Don
Akin, a center during basketball season,
combined with a rapidly improving defense
might spell trouble for the Bants.
Trinity is coming off their best game of
the season according to head coach Don
Miller. "I was very impressed with
Wesleyan's balance," said Miller, "they're
Philadelphia Slim's Pickings
by Albert Donsky
In a game Eddie Anderson will love,
Rochester plays Tufts. Tufts right now is a
dismal 1-6. After Saturday make it 1-7.
Rochester 55-Tufts 9.
Another joke is Notre Dame-Georgia
Tech. Now Tech is good, but not that good. I
wish T could be there to see it.: Gracey's car
is still a wreck, and has completely stopped
ramblin. One of Dave Crosby's friends had a
car like that, It was a Nash Ramblin, He was
a regular cracker. (Must I elaborate?) A
Graham Cracker. Notre 14 Dame 7 Georgia
10 Tech 3 William 7 Mary 2.
And on with the frivolity. Penn State-Ohio.
Not Ohio State, mind you, Ohio U, Chalk up
another one for those very snazzy players,
(he Nifty Lions. Penn State whole bunches-
Ohio U. half bunches or Ralphe Bunches.
This game looked a lot tougher to pick a
week ago. Since then Air Force has got
. lioaliMi, na wo say in the Sport's world,
Stanford will rely on the arm of Jim
I'hinkott, soon to be a Philadelphia Eagle.
As a matter of fact, Stanford will rely on the
arm of ,Iim Plunkett, soon to be a
Philadelphia Kagle. As a matter of fact,
Si milord will rely on his whole body,
liix'uuso ;m arm alone is not much help. The
ilwding Vutlov could be that the game is
hoing played on the side where the wind
blows, or. as its commonly known, the Lee
l-.uui. Stanford. Stanford 22- Air Force 21.
In a bunch of Ivy League Contests that are
entirely meaningless, we find, in
alphabetical order, Columbia, Cornell,
Dartmouth, Pennr Princeton, and Yale,
Tinkers to Evers to Chance, the Three
Musketeers, Huey, Dewey, and Louie, and
half the population of Painted Privy, Idaho,
battling it out, Now on with the jokes.
Columbia will be a riot this year. Since they
are the gem of the ocean, look for them to
lose unless there is a lot of rain, In the im-
mortal words of John Fogarty, "Down on
the Cornell, Out in the Street," The big Red
will see red, namely 18- million Dartmouth
Indians decending upon Cuyuga's Waters.
Vis-a-vis Penn, I have nothing against
Quakers, some of my best friends are
friends. With that out of the way, we can
progress to some serious stuff. Princeton is
flying a great deal, so let's hope their plane
does not have a single wing. And old Eli
Yale, who must be pretty old by now, will
really play doggedly on defense, and that
ain't no bull. The scores: Dartmouth 52,
Penn 42, Yale 32-Cornell 22, Columbia 12 and
Princeton 2, respectively. Got it, cause I
don't.
Kentucky always has good basketball
teams, and that will be a factor. 1 don't know
why; but look for a last second field goal by
Florida which is blocked by some tall
person, by jumping up from under the
goalpost and knocking the ball away. I wish
1 knew something about these teams.
Anyway, Kentucky 22-Florida 20, the dif-
ference being that field goal.
Believe it or not, Montana is undefeated,
demolishing everybody in sight, as well as a
few more prudent Portland State players
who hid. behind a Prestone Anti-Freeze
billboard with Dick Butkus' picture on it.
"Hi, T m Dick Butkus. Pluggin Anti-Freeze
is my business." The Montana Grizzlies
play best in a light rain, which is why they
are called the Drizzly Grizzlies. Montana
plays South Dakota State. SDS, as they
prefer not to be known, will be a riot
Montana 62 SDS 13, but the rain will help -1
wonder what the weathermen have to say.
And last, and certainly least, is Brigham
Young-New Mexico. The Brigham Young
Cougars suffer from Mercury pollution. The
New Mexico Lobos have gone crazy. The
New Mexico coach, Max Hector, has built a
magnificent house for his players- it's
called, ready out there, Hector's Villa
Lobos. Speaking of Brigham Young, I have
nothing against Mormons, why, some of my
best friends are Mormons. This game is
being played near Lost Wages. Funny thing
about Lost Wages, it's so old, it has to shift
into second to go over a sand dune. But all
seriousness aside, New Mexico 22-Brifiham
Young 7.
effective both through the air and on the
ground. Defensively they're quite good and
they're n team that's been able to come
from behind. But we've been able to come
from behind loo. The team that hangs in
there the longest will be the winner, and
we've been good at that."
Saturday will see the end of the football
careers of 13 Trinity players, Seniors Mike
Najarian, George Matava, Dave Kiarsis,
Ralph Morini, Dave Sample, Tom
DeBenedetto, Bill Belisle, Cliff Cutler, Bill
Sartorelli, Henry Smith, Ron Smith and co-
captains Mike James and Jon Miller will
play their last game, and they'd like to leave
with a win.
Trinity Policy
Forbids Bowl
by Dick Vune
Even if Trinity should beat Wesleyan, 5-2
on the year, to raise their record to 7-1, there
will be no bowl game for the Bantams.
Coach Don Miller said that if a bowl bid is
tendered, as is likely, the Bantams almost
certainly would not accept.
Miller said that it has become school
policy not to accept post-season bowl bids.
"The football season takes a considerable
amount of study time away from the
players," said Miller, "and extending the
season another two or three weeks could
appreciably damage many of the players
academically."
The Bantam head coach, now 21-8-2' in ' I
nearly four years at Trinity, explained that I
the decision not to go to a bowl game has •>
been the policy for several years and was
made in the best interests of the players;
"Even if we should get invited to a bowl, i
said Miller, "we would probably face a team
with a completely different athletic policy :
than ours. If we were to face a team with all
of its players on athletic scholarships you
can guess what the result might be."
"Excluding those factors, I'm not even
sure the players would want to play a post-
season game," said Miller. "We have been
working intensely at football since Sep-
tember 1 and by now the players are very
tired. They would have to practice another
two weeks and probably have to sacrifice a
few days of their Thanksgiving vacation ana
I'm not sure they would want to do it."
"It would take a lot of pressure for us to
consider a bowl invitation," concluded
Miller.
Although a bowl bid would be a _ com-
plement to a fine season, it would not fit into
Trinity's conception of the place of athletics.
The school is making every attempt to get
away from the cutthroat race into whicn
football is evolving and accepting a bowl bio
would only push Trinity closer to that rat
race. Although it would be interesting to see
how the Bantams would do in a post-season
contest, the honor of a bowl is not worw
sacrificing the sound concept of athletics
which Trinity has now.
